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Publisher Correction: Unravelling the immune
signature of Plasmodium falciparum transmission-
reducing immunity
Will J.R. Stone1,2, Joseph J. Campo3, André Lin Ouédraogo4, Lisette Meerstein-Kessel1, Isabelle Morlais5,6,
Dari Da7, Anna Cohuet 6,7, Sandrine Nsango5,8, Colin J. Sutherland2, Marga van de Vegte-Bolmer9,
Rianne Siebelink-Stoter9, Geert-Jan van Gemert9, Wouter Graumans9, Kjerstin Lanke9, Adam D. Shandling3,
Jozelyn V. Pablo3, Andy A. Teng3, Sophie Jones2, Roos M. de Jong9, Amanda Fabra-García9, John Bradley10,
Will Roeffen9, Edwin Lasonder11, Giuliana Gremo12, Evelin Schwarzer 12, Chris J. Janse13, Susheel K. Singh14,15,
Michael Theisen14,15, Phil Felgner16, Matthias Marti17,18, Chris Drakeley2, Robert Sauerwein1,
Teun Bousema1,2 & Matthijs M. Jore9
Correction to: Nature Communications https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-017-02646-2, published online 8 February 2018.
The original version of this Article contained errors in Fig. 3. In panel a, bars from a chart depicting the percentage of antibody-positive
individuals in non-infectious and infectious groups were inadvertently included in place of bars depicting the percentage of infectious
individuals, as described in the Article and figure legend. However, the p values reported in the Figure and the resulting conclusions
were based on the correct dataset. The corrected Fig. 3a now shows the percentage of infectious individuals in antibody-negative and
-positive groups, in both the PDF and HTML versions of the Article. The incorrect and correct versions of Fig. 3a are also presented for
comparison below as Figure 1.
The HTML version of the Article also omitted a link to Supplementary Data 6. The error has now been fixed and Supplementary Data
6 is available to download.
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The incorrect version of Fig. 3a is shown below:
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The correct version of Fig. 3a is shown here:
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Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and
reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license,
and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit
line to the material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use,
you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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